Parasite and host assemblages: embracing the reality will improve our knowledge of parasite transmission and virulence
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Interactions involving several parasite species (multi-parasitized hosts) or several host species (multi-host parasites) are the rule in nature. Only a few studies have investigated these realistic, but complex, situations from an evolutionary perspective. Consequently, their impact on the evolution of parasite virulence and transmission remains poorly understood. The mechanisms by which multiple infections may influence virulence and transmission include the dynamics of intrahost competition, mediation by the host immune system and an increase in parasite genetic recombination. Theoretical investigations have yet to be conducted to determine which of these mechanisms are likely to be key factors in the evolution of virulence and transmission. In contrast, the relationship between multi-host parasites and parasite virulence and transmission has seen some theoretical investigation. The key factors in these models are the trade-off between virulence across different host species, variation in host species quality and patterns of transmission. The empirical studies on multi-host parasites suggest that interspecies transmission plays a central role in the evolution of virulence, but as yet no complete picture of the phenomena involved is available. Ultimately, determining how complex host–parasite interactions impact the evolution of host–parasite relationships will require the development of cross-disciplinary studies linking the ecology of quantitative networks with the evolution of virulence.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A single-parasite genotype rarely infects only one host genotype and, similarly, a single-host genotype is rarely infected by just one parasite genotype. The same situation is true at the species level, with the majority of parasites having multiple host species and all hosts having multiple parasite species. These facts are not a recent discovery and could be considered as a ‘lieu commun’ for most parasitologists (Combes 2001; Pedersen & Fenton 2007; Poulin 2007). Nevertheless, the attention of evolutionary biologists has only recently focused on this area, mainly owing to theoretical predictions issuing from kin selection and life-history trait theory enabling a conceptual framework for a better understanding of the evolution of virulence (e.g. Frank 1992, 1996; Nowak & May 1994; Alizon & van Baalen 2008). At the intraspecific level, empirical studies have tested and confirmed important predictions of this framework, such as that increased competition between parasite genotypes within hosts increases virulence (e.g. Bell et al. 2006; Ben-Ami et al. 2008). However, counterexamples also exist (e.g. Gower & Webster (2005)), and consequently our understanding of how multiple genotype infections affect the evolution of virulence is now much more nuanced (Alizon 2008). Theoretical and empirical work on the impact of multiple host genotypes on single-parasite genotypes is much more limited. Finally, a few studies have gone beyond looking at just the host or parasite perspective, and have examined interactions between multiple parasite and host genotypes (e.g. Carius et al. 2001; de Roode et al. 2004; Koskella & Lively 2009). However, the vast majority of these studies have focused on single-parasite and single-host species interactions (figure 1a,b), ignoring the broader ecological context of multiple parasite and multiple host species, despite the fact that the evolutionary dynamics of single–species systems are dependent on the environment in which they are situated (reviewed in Wolinska & King (2009)).

A key aspect of the environment for any given single-species host–parasite system is the presence of other parasite and host species. While ecological studies are increasingly recognizing the importance of such complex, multi-species interactions (e.g. food webs; Lafferty et al. (2008)), this complexity is rarely considered in evolutionary studies. One reason for this may be that evolutionary

Figure 1. Increasing levels of complexity in the study of host–parasite associations. (a,b) Traditional investigations focus on species–species interactions; (c,d) an increasing number of studies have begun to investigate species–assemblage relationships, but (e) the full complexity (i.e. assemblage–assemblage relationships) is currently unstudied. P and H are parasites or hosts, respectively. This is a fictive illustration of three butterfly species interacting with nematodes, microsporidia and fungi. The different shadings denote different genotypes. For simplicity, the different genotypes of the different host and parasite species are not noted in (c), (d) and (e).

studies are largely driven by theoretical predictions, and the general perception is that theory for these more complex, but biologically common, relationships is largely lacking. A second reason may be that such studies are simply harder to do than single-species experiments. Despite these stumbling blocks, a few empirical studies have taken into account the role of multiple species interactions in host–parasite relationships, and the number of such studies is increasing with time. Most of the time, these studies look at only one side of the coin, investigating either interactions between multiple parasite species sharing a single-host species (most of the time individual hosts; figure 1d), or a single-parasite species in a community of hosts (figure 1c). In this paper, we review recent advances in the study of multiple species interactions in host–parasite studies, focusing on the consequences these interactions have on two critical traits of the host–parasite relationship: virulence and parasite transmission. Since these two traits are linked, we will not treat them separately in our review. Because the evolutionary ecology of multiple host–parasite interactions is in its infancy, we concentrate here on the traditional trade-off approach to virulence. The implications of other aspects of virulence evolution remain unexplored. Our aim is to bring the complexity of host–parasite interactions centre-stage and to inspire future studies to examine the impacts of multiple parasites and multiple host species on the evolution of transmission and virulence. At the very least, we hope that future single-species studies will explicitly acknowledge the impact of interactions among parasite and host species on the interpretation of their results.

2. DEFINITIONS
A stumbling point in trying to produce a coherent approach is the terms we use to define this host–parasite complexity. A brief survey of the literature shows that numerous terms, including co-infection, superinfection, mixed infection, concurrent infection, multiple infection, double infection and polyparasitism, have been used to describe the presence of multiple strain or multiple species infections within hosts, sometimes within a single paper. In addition, some of these terms already have a precise meaning (box 1).

Box 1. Proposed terminology and definitions.

In the evolutionary literature, co-infection was originally defined as processes where either multiple parasite strains or species infect a single host and produce transmission stages independently May & Nowak (1995); superinfections were cases where a second parasite strain could infect an already parasitized host and completely prevent the initial parasite strain from producing transmission stages (Nowak & May 1994). These definitions bracket the full range of interactions that parasites sharing a host may have, and thus we suggest that these terms are used only with respect to the original intent of May & Nowak (1995).

We propose to use the following terms under interspecific interaction conditions, to avoid confusion with interactions involving multiple genotypes of a single species.

Multi-parasite hosts: Single host species exploited by several concurrent parasite species, either during their whole life cycle or during a given stage within it, at both the individual and population levels.

These interactions do not include hyperparasitism, where a parasite is itself the host of a parasite (examples in Taylor et al. (1998)).

Multi-host parasites: Single parasite species exploiting several concurrent host species, for either their whole life cycle or a given stage within it, at both the individual and population levels.

This definition is more constrained than heteroxenous parasites, which refers to parasites that use either multiple sequential host species (complex life cycles) or concurrent host species.

In order to distinguish parasite species from strains (which is important, as interspecific interactions are likely to be less predictable than intraspecific interactions), we encourage future studies on interactions between species to use specific definitions. On the parasite side, while ‘polyparasitism’ is used throughout the parasitology community to refer to multiple species infections of a given host, it has not been taken on board by the
evolutionary community. We propose to use the terms ‘multi-parasitism’, ‘multi-parasite hosts’ or ‘multi-parasitized hosts’ (box 1), which have the added advantage of mirroring the currently accepted term of ‘multi-host parasites’. On the host side, while studies of parasites that incorporate multiple sequential host species in their life cycle are abundant, here we are specifically talking about parasites that can use concurrent multiple host species for either their whole life cycle or a given stage within it. Thus, we shall refer to these cases as multi-host parasites (box 1).

3. PARASITE ASSEMBLAGES: EMPIRICAL STUDIES, BUT LITTLE THEORY
(a) Multiple infections may lead to a decrease or an increase in virulence
Parasite interactions within a host may lead to two patterns: exclusion by the most effective competitor or ongoing competitive interaction. At the level of host individuals, there are numerous studies showing that a given parasite species prevents or reduces the infection of their host by other parasite infections (e.g. Ferrari et al. (2009)). At the parasite community level, such interactions have been studied for years, and are looked for using null models of random community structure (e.g. Mouillot et al. (2005)). Such holistic ecological analyses nevertheless do not investigate the consequences for virulence or transmission evolution, and may fail to uncover species-specific interactions nested within a larger community. Most of the time, exclusion occurs through the activation of the host immune system (e.g. Cox 2001; Barton et al. 2007; Cattadori et al. 2007; Graham 2008), or at least the immune system mediates parasitism competition (Bradley & Jackson 2008; Bush & Malenke 2008). Direct interactions may also exist, as in the case of bacteria that live on amphibian skin, excluding infections by pathogenic fungi through the production of fungicides (Harris et al. 2009). The result is also an exclusion of these parasites and, consequently, an incomplete knowledge of the parasite’s biology would lead to the erroneous view that there is no interaction between the parasites. In fact, some parasites could be seen as protective to their hosts against various types of superinfections, which could lead to the evolution of mutualistic associations (Haine 2008; Fellous & Salvadon 2009). A priori, the presence of such protective parasites does not modify parasite virulence per se and says nothing about its evolution. Nevertheless, a recent theoretical study Sorrell et al. (2009) suggests that a decrease in virulence could have evolved in parallel with a protective strategy. Silent or latent infections (i.e. those involving few parasite particles or individuals and not inducing pathology) could have evolved as a parasitic strategy for survival and transmission, provided such a parasite life-history trait gives protection against other infections, a model supported by empirical data (Barton et al. 2007).

In addition to the case of parasite exclusion, direct competition between species or interactions through the host immune system may either increase or decrease the immediate virulence and transmission of one of the interacting parasites. Immediate increased virulence is illustrated in dual infections by the trematodes Schistosoma mansoni and Echinostoma caproni in their intermediate freshwater snail host. Sandland et al. (2007) observed that early transient interspecific co-infection increases the virulence and transmission potential of E. caproni. Such between-species competition for host exploitation increases virulence and transmission potential, in a similar way to that emerging from competition between strains (Davies et al. 2002). In humans, chronic infections by gastrointestinal helminths may skew the immune response in a way that increases the likelihood of infection success by HIV (Bentwich et al. 1995). HIV, in turn, compromises the immune response and increases the likelihood of infection by several other parasite species, leading to an increase in pathogenicity. In contrast, less virulent parasites can be favoured in the case of competition, as exemplified in the three following case studies that used multiple infections with the fungi Metarhizium. In a leaf-cutting ant species, the less virulent Aspergillus species out-competed Metarhizium and sporulated better in cases of multi-parasitism (Hughes & Boomsma 2004). In the desert locust Schistocerca gregaria, one strain of the avirulent parasite Beauveria bassiana may diminish the virulence caused by Metarhizium and its sporulation, although it should be noted that these two entomopathogenic fungi acted independently, synergistically or antagonistically, depending on environmental conditions and order of infection (Thomas et al. 2003). Finally, while the more virulent Metarhizium are the best competitors during competition between different conspecific strains co-infecting the moth Galleria mellonella, the less virulent strains are the best competitor during competition with another parasite species, the nematode Steinernema feltiae (Staves & Knell in press). In this last case, the differences in competitive abilities according to the type of competitor could be due to differences in trade-offs between the fungus’s capacity to produce antagonistic toxins and its capacity to monopolize resources rapidly.

It therefore appears that the outcome of competition between parasite species in terms of the evolution of virulence and transmission exhibits contrasting ecological patterns. From the examples described above, both the dynamics of intrahost competition and mediation by the host immune system appear to play a role in the outcome of competition. Since very few studies have investigated these differences, it is impossible, as yet, to make general predictions for the evolutionary trajectories of virulence and transmission resulting from such interactions. Nevertheless, we speculate that parasites could face a trade-off between being able to cope with the host immune system on one side (either to survive or to manipulate it to avoid secondary infection), and being competitive against secondary-infecting parasite species on the other side. Parasites investing more in the latter may evolve higher virulence in the case of multiple infections because of their ability to monopolize resources, while those investing more in the former strategy may evolve lower virulence.

(b) Multiple infections as triggers of evolutionary changes
Multiple infections may also have surprising effects on the requirements for and mechanisms of evolution itself. A recent study showed that within-host interactions between different strains of a single-parasite species may promote
the maintenance of genetic polymorphism in parasite populations: parasite infection success did not consistently increase or decrease in the co-exposure treatments, but depended on the combinations of co-infecting parasite strains (Seppälä et al. 2009). To our knowledge, no study has examined the effect of infections by different parasite species on genetic polymorphism, but, because different strains of a single-parasite species may have different competitive ability against different strains of a given competitor, multiple infections could be responsible for the maintenance of such genetic polymorphism. This phenomenon could provide the material on which selection can act and therefore allow the evolution of virulence.

A very direct way by which virulence can evolve is the creation by recombination of a new parasite ‘strain’ that is more virulent than the parental entities from which it issued. For example, the emergence of new virulent diseases has occurred in cultivated plants via between-species recombination in virus and fungal pathogens (references in Barrett et al. (2009)). Within-host interspecific interactions may favour between-strain recombination in one of the interacting parasites, leading to more virulent or transmissible strains of parasites, as suggested by the study of Escribano et al. (2001). In the moth Spodoptera frugiperda, the interactions between a baculovirus (multiple strains) and a parasitoid are responsible for evolutionary changes in the virus: the most virulent and infective virus genotype, only found in multi-parasitized hosts, appears to be issued from a recombination of the original co-infecting virus strains. The evolution of the virus may therefore be triggered by the competition with the parasitoid (Escribano et al. 2001). We believe that such surprising effects are unlikely to emerge from any \textit{a priori} theoretical models, and thus warrant the direct study of multi-parasite systems.

(c) \textbf{Multi-parasitism and transmission modes contrast between parasite species}

Changes in virulence may also occur in parasites that are in conflict owing to their transmission modes. Unlike other areas of multi-parasitism, a recent study theoretically investigated the impact of differing transmission mode on the evolution of virulence. Jones et al. (in press) showed that the presence of a vertically transmitted parasite (VTP) may lead to an increase of virulence in horizontally transmitted parasites (HTPs). While it could explain the high degree of virulence of some HTPs, this result stands in contrast to empirical results showing that some VTPs (generally bacteria) can protect the hosts against virulent HTPs (see Haine (2008) for a review). However, while the protective bacteria described so far generally prevent infection by HTP (and therefore probably interact with the host’s immune system), the situations analysed by Jones et al. (in press) are when the hosts are equally sensitive to both parasite species. Even in this case, empirical results can contradict the model predictions. Haine et al. (2005) showed that a VT microsporidia can alter the behavioural modification of the host (a gammarid crustacean) induced by an acanthocephalan worm. The transmission of this worm relies on trophic transmission to a final host, and behavioural modification is known to favour this transmission by increasing the predation rate by the final host. This trait is therefore an extreme case of parasite virulence directly favouring transmission. The microsporidia, which is transmitted in the eggs of the gammarid, is able to disrupt the manipulation induced by the worm. This decreases the probability of predation, which is to its own benefit, as the host will have more chance to survive and reproduce, and therefore transmit the microsporidia (Haine et al. 2005). Here, the strength of the selective pressure imposed on the VTP by the HTP may explain why the microsporidia evolved to counteract acanthocephalan virulence. In addition, Jones et al. (in press) predicted that the result of the control conflict to a large degree on the nature of both host and parasite life-history trade-offs. For example, coevolutionary models show higher virulence in both types of interacting parasites in short-lived hosts (Jones et al. in press).

(d) \textbf{Multi-parasitism and host populations}

So far, we have discussed examples where multiple parasite species exist within single host individuals. However, consequences of multi-parasitized hosts can also be seen at the population level. In host populations, and at an ecological level, the virulence of parasite assemblages may be higher than the impact of each parasite taken separately. For example, the average population fecundity of the crustacean Daphnia magna is negatively associated with overall infection intensity, but also with total endoparasite richness, resulting in a negative impact on host population dynamics, and ultimately in feedback on parasite population dynamics (Decaestecker et al. 2005). However, in a study using several parasitoid species to control populations of the whitefly Bemisia argentifolii, Heinz & Nelson (1996) showed that the quality of interaction between parasite species (i.e. who interacts with who and how) may be more important than the number of these interactions. In addition, even parasitoids showing strong negative interactions did not change the overall virulence on host populations (Bogran et al. 2002). Turning from the host to the parasite perspective, if parasite species exclude each other (see §3a), or if highly virulent parasites wipe out part of the host population, then the effective host population for a given parasite species may be significantly lower than a simple count would suggest (Rutrecht & Brown 2008). Theory suggests that the evolution of virulence and transmission, as well as parasite maintenance within a host population, are strongly related to host population size, with smaller populations selecting for more effective and generalist transmission, and lower virulence (Levin 1996). Consequently, the ecological impacts of multiple infections on host population dynamics need to be determined if we are to achieve a complete understanding of parasite virulence.

4. \textbf{HOST ASSEMBLAGES: FROM THEORY TO INCOMPLETE EMPIRICAL STUDIES}

Multi-host parasites are in a clear majority (e.g. Williams & Jones 1994; Musselman & Press 1995; Cleaveland et al. 2001; Taylor et al. 2001; Pedersen et al. 2005), with recent work suggesting that such generalist parasites may even have evolved from host specialists (Johnson et al. 2009). Consequently, the impact of multiple host
backgrounds on parasite transmission and virulence will be key to gaining a true understanding of host–parasite evolution. Unlike the situation of multi-parasitized hosts, a number of attempts have been made at developing a theoretical background for studying multi-host parasites (Regoes et al. 2000; Woolhouse et al. 2001; Gandon 2004). The key factors in these models are the trade-off between virulence in different host species, host quality (as measured by abundance, parasite prevalence and ultimately parasite reproduction) and patterns of transmission (intra- versus interspecific). Here, we review the predictions of these models, and how the results from empirical studies relate to these predictions.

(a) Trade-offs across host species
In the simplest case, we might assume that virulence trades off across host species (i.e. when it is high in host species A, it has to be low in host species B). This is likely to be true for parasites using multi-sequential hosts (e.g. Davies et al. 2001; Gower & Webster 2004), where very different mechanisms are likely to be needed for infecting and reproducing within phylogenetically distant hosts (most such parasites use a vertebrate and an invertebrate in their life cycles). However, how strong such a trade-off is for parasites that share closely related host species, which most multi-host parasites are likely to do (e.g. Davies & Pedersen (2008)), remains unclear. In such a case, parasites are predicted either to evolve into two specialist populations, each with optimal virulence, or to remain as a generalist parasite with lower than optimal virulence in both host species (Regoes et al. 2000). Specialization evolves if the cost of switching hosts is too high, suggesting that frequent transmission among host species is likely to lead to generalist parasites with suboptimal virulence. This prediction is, to some extent, analogous to studies of host specialization, where such specialization is believed to be due either to adaptation to one host species constraining host shifts, or to a lack of opportunities for cross-species transmission (e.g. Tompkins & Clayton (1999)). Interestingly, a study of viruses across multiple plant host species suggested that for generalist parasites, it was those that showed the most specialization (i.e. a skewed distribution of prevalence across host species) that were most successful (Malpica et al. 2006). However, the opposite result has been reported in a field study on avian malaria, where a positive relationship was found between parasite host range and prevalence. This might be explained by an overall higher encounter rate for the parasites with a broader host range compensating for the possible reduced performance of such generalist parasites in each host species (Hellgren et al. 2009). Experimental studies using phages and bacterial populations, where host differences and transmission opportunities can be manipulated, would provide one way to formally test the predictions of the model (Regoes et al. 2000).

(b) Transmission and host quality
Later models have focused more on patterns of transmission and aspects of host quality. These suggest that transmission should evolve in response to host heterogeneity, resulting in higher transmission to higher quality hosts (where quality is measured as parasite reproductive potential within a host, host abundance and parasite prevalence within a host species; Gandon (2004)). In contrast, if populations of different host species are small or undergo significant fluctuations, there may be selection for a generalist transmission strategy, as specialized parasites are more likely to go extinct (Jaenicke & Dombeck 1998).

Predictions for virulence evolution depend on the pattern of transmission and host quality. Under certain conditions, in particular the virulence trade-off, the predictions of the Regoes et al. (2000) model have been confirmed by later models. More broadly, virulence may evolve to be higher or lower in different host species, depending upon transmission and the virulence trade-off across host species (Woolhouse et al. 2001). Specifically, in a situation where hosts differ in quality (which we would suggest is a good starting assumption), and transmission rates allow, parasites should evolve towards optimal virulence in their prime host. This may result in lower or higher virulence in other host species. In particular, if the prime host is more resistant, the parasite should evolve higher virulence, which will only be expressed in other host species (Gandon 2004). This is probably a special case of runaway virulence in hosts that no longer constrain parasite evolution (Woolhouse et al. 2001). While these predictions all make clear intuitive sense, multi-host models can also have more surprising results. Increases in host mortality are generally assumed to select for higher virulence in simple single-species models (Anderson & May 1982). However, in a multi-host system when intraspecific transmission dominates, increases in intrinsic host mortality of the prime host species can result in a switch in relative host abundance, making a second host species of higher quality. If the parasite has lower optimal virulence in this second species (e.g. if the host is less resistant and thus selects for lower virulence), then the increase in intrinsic host mortality will actually lead to an overall decrease in parasite virulence (Gandon 2004).

It is clear that to advance our empirical knowledge, we need studies of transmission rates, virulence across multiple host species and host quality. Unfortunately, such studies are largely lacking from the evolutionary literature, and the studies we have do not reveal a clear or complete picture. Here we focus on three case studies, which vary in their completeness with respect to the models described above, but nevertheless give valuable insight into the forces that might be at work in multi-host parasites.

In laboratory experiments, the generalist nematode parasite Howardula aeronymphium varies in its infection success and growth across Drosophila host species Jaenicke & Dombeck (1998), and exhibits significant variation in virulence across natural host species (Perlman & Jaenicke 2003). Despite this, there is no evidence for specialization across host species (Jaenicke & Dombeck 1998). Potentially high rates of interspecific transmission and fluctuations in relative abundance of host species Jaenicke & Dombeck (1998) have presumably selected for a generalist parasite (Gandon 2004). In this case, variation in virulence is likely to be host-driven and non-adaptive for the parasite.

Similarly, the multi-host hemi-parasitic plant Rhinanthus serotinus exhibits differential fitness and...
virulence across its hosts *Agrostis capillaris* and *Trifolium pratense*, but shows no evidence of specialization (Ahonen *et al.* 2006). It is unclear which of these hosts is higher quality (only parasite growth, and not relative natural abundance or parasite prevalence, across host species was measured) and thus what pattern of virulence is being expressed. However, the hemi-parasite exhibits genetic variation for performance on its hosts, suggesting that high rates of interspecies transmission are preventing specialization in this system (Gandon 2004).

In contrast, the multi-host microsporidian *Nosema bombi* appears to exhibit runaway virulence in one host species *Otti & Schmid-Hempel* (2008) and more adaptive virulence in a second (*Rutrecht & Brown* 2009). This pattern may match predictions based on host resistance Gandon (2004), but the relationship to host quality is unclear. Quality hosts should be more abundant and enable parasite reproduction, but in this case, the parasite exhibits apparently maladaptive virulence in the most abundant host species in which it is most prevalent (Larsson 2007). Nevertheless, as with *Hovarudla*, high interspecific transmission in the field may be maintaining a single-parasite population across host species (*Tay* *et al.* 2005).

Testing the prediction that virulence should evolve to optimal levels in high-quality hosts will require laboratory experiments where differential host abundance can be manipulated and parasite virulence can be followed over multiple generations. Potential hosts for such experiments should have short generation times and be able to live in multi-species assemblages under laboratory conditions (e.g. *Drosophila*, *Daphnia*, bacterial-phage systems). If the predictions of Gandon Gandon (2004) are correct, experimentally switching host abundance should lead to a similar switch in parasite virulence, matching that seen in single-species cultures of the most abundant host species.

### (c) Community-level epidemiology

The models above address the evolution of virulence and host range in parasites interacting with multiple host species. In the context of community ecology and at a more epidemiological level, total transmission can also be directly reduced in mixed-species assemblages. The importance of host community diversity for parasite transmission has been stressed for vector-borne pathogens, and more recently for complex life-cycle parasites (*Johnson* *et al.* 2008, 2009). In multi-host systems where interspecific transmission occurs among hosts that are highly variable in their competency, infection of resistant or less suitable hosts results in ‘wasted’ transmission events (i.e. parasite removal), a phenomenon known as a ‘dilution effect’ or a ‘decoy effect’ (references in *Hall* *et al.* 2009; *Johnson* *et al.* 2009). A negative correlation between community diversity and parasite incidence is therefore expected. However, the net benefit of the dilution effect for the most sensitive host species depends on the trade-off between lower parasite incidence and higher interspecific competition (*Johnson* *et al.* 2009; *Hall* *et al.* 2009).

From a more epidemiological point of view, a dilution effect can be evidenced by a decrease in disease prevalence when less competent hosts become more abundant. A pluriannual field study on *Daphnia* species assemblages infected with the fungus *Metschnikowia bicuspidata* has shown that smaller fungal epidemics are associated with a dominance of less suitable host species at the start of the epidemics (*Hall* *et al.* 2009). However, it is the interaction between this dilution effect and resource competition between susceptible hosts and ‘friendly competitors’ that contributes to the termination of fungal epidemics within a season, in addition (or combination) to other ecological factors such as thermal physiology, selective predation, rapid evolution of resistance and increasing algal resources (*Hall* *et al.* 2009). How the dilution effect affects the evolution of virulence towards the sensitive and the less suitable coexisting hosts has not been addressed so far, but would need long-term field data and the development of mathematical models incorporating resource competition theory.

### (d) Multi-host parasites and transmission

In all of these examples, while we lack data, interspecies transmission appears to be playing a central role in the evolution of the parasite. This is not a novel observation, but it does suggest that a real understanding of multi-host parasites requires the quantitative assessment of transmission routes, either directly or through molecular ecology approaches.

In contrast to a general lack of evolutionary studies, there is clear evidence that the ecological requirements for selection on transmission by multiple hosts are present. Three recent studies (*Johnson* *et al.* 2008, 2009; Thieltges *et al.* 2008) all showed that the presence of multiple hosts had a biologically large and significant impact on both parasite transmission and reproduction.

### 5. Conclusions and future directions

In this review, we believe we have demonstrated how multi-host parasites and multi-parasite–host assemblages can have dramatic effects on the evolutionary trajectory of individual parasite species. However, this statement is stronger for multi-host interactions than for multi-parasite ones, mainly because most of the studies available so far have investigated the ecological scale in the latter case, and not the evolutionary one. While developing general theory for understanding multi-parasitized hosts may be problematic, both multi-parasitism and multi-host backgrounds need to be studied if we are to understand the evolution of transmission and virulence in parasites. While the field is relatively clear, owing to the relative paucity of current studies, we would suggest that a number of areas are ripe for study (table 1).

The outcome of multi-parasitism on the evolution of virulence and transmission of each individual parasite species critically depends on their respective exploitation strategy in terms of growth or replication and on their respective effect on the immune system of their shared host. More empirical or experimental studies are clearly needed to understand how these parameters vary in single- versus multi-species infections, even if some recent studies suggest that immunity is the most important factor regulating the structure of parasite communities (*Bradley & Jackson* 2008). In parallel, theoretical investigations are also lacking to discriminate which of these phenomena is the more important to generate general predictions for the evolution of virulence.
and transmission (or if they act in synergy or in opposite directions). A promising avenue of research could be, as stated earlier, to test the existence of a trade-off in parasites between coping with the host immune system and being competitive against secondary-infecting parasite species, and to investigate the impact on the evolution of virulence. Since it is obvious that interacting with the host immune system is a more constant selective pressure than multiple infections, the evolutionary trajectory of virulence would depend on the prevalence of potential competitors for a given parasite species. Increased virulence could evolve if many parasite species are able to disrupt the host immune system (leading to an increased probability of multiple infections), while decreased virulence would evolve if only a small proportion of parasites are able to manipulate the host immune system to win the competition. Only long-term laboratory experiments with short-generation-time model organisms could address this hypothesis. In addition, asymmetries in virulence are likely to be frequent between parasite species within a host. Only the accumulation of studies could address whether these asymmetries are maintained during multi-parasitism, if the more virulent genotypes are selected from the interaction between parasite species, or if variations in such balances contribute to the maintenance of genetic variation in parasite virulence for each interacting species. Finally, studies of parasite communities also need to be extended to examine their impact on host populations, and especially on how this impact cascades down to affect the individual parasite species within the community (Rutrecht & Brown 2008). This should be particularly 'easy' in a number of model systems (e.g. Daphnia and its parasites Ebert 2005).

On the side of multi-host parasites, we are clearly lacking quantitative studies of transmission routes and dynamics among concurrent host species. These are likely to be key in predicting the evolutionary trajectory of the parasite and whether it will ultimately split into new host-specific parasite species. Such studies should be conducted in the field, documenting and manipulating transmission routes, as well as in the laboratory, where transmission dynamics can be tightly controlled. Results from such work may provide the key to understanding patterns of host specificity across phylogenetic trees. In addition, understanding how transmission routes and virulence are related in multi-host parasites may shed some light on the incipient stages of host shifts, which are increasingly important as the threat of emergent diseases increases. While a better understanding of the ecology of interacting host and parasite communities now allows the prediction of probabilities of host shifts Davies & Pedersen (2008), general predictions for the consequences of these shifts on virulence have yet to be developed.

If we are to understand the rate of evolutionary change in host defence, parasite growth and virulence, and parasite transmission strategies in multi-host–multi-parasite systems, more realism will be gained from field studies or surveys and from their cross-disciplinary analyses. Whether considering multi-parasitized hosts or multi-host parasites, field studies are needed because it is clear from many host–parasite systems that environmental variation mediates host–parasite interactions (either directly by resource-dependent variation in parasite growth and host defence, or indirectly through parasite-mediated competition, and thereby fitness impacts on host). In addition, oppportunities for interspecies transmission in multi-host parasites can be greatly modulated by environmental heterogeneity (Barrett et al. 2009; Hall et al. 2009). Cross-disciplinary approaches, including the tools of epidemiology and animal behaviour, have proved their efficiency in understanding the spread and virulence in a natural multi-host pathogen (e.g. Craft et al. 2008). Such cross-disciplinary approaches will be necessary to appraise the entire complexity of host–parasite relationships in a given ecosystem (i.e. entire multi-host–multi-parasite systems; figure 1c). This will necessitate broad knowledge of the main host–parasite ecological networks, comparable to the recently increased knowledge of pollinator–plant networks (e.g. Petanidou et al. 2008), food webs (e.g. Duffy et al. 2007; Johnson et al. 2010) or interspecific behavioural connections (Haydon 2008). Very few studies have attempted to understand this complexity. In a review, Graham et al. 2007 proposed that multi-parasitism may be a source of heterogeneity in both host recovery rate (e.g. inducing variable rates of immune suppression) and parasite(s) transmission. Multi-parasitism therefore has consequences for parasite epidemiology, which, in turn, could facilitate jumps to, and increase the probability of, adapting to new host species. Following this train of thought, the existence of multi-parasitized hosts may act to increase the proportion of multi-host parasites. Since increasing the number of connections in such a multi-host–multi-parasite network may lead to changes in virulence (see examples above), we believe that it could be

---

**Table 1. Future research directions proposed to improve our knowledge about the impact of complexity of host–parasite relationships on the evolution of virulence.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>level concerned</th>
<th>outstanding questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>multi-parasitized hosts</td>
<td>are differences in host exploitation more important than immune mediation (or vice versa) in explaining interaction patterns? could a trade-off between immune manipulation and competitive ability modulate the evolution of virulence in concurrent parasite species? do multiple infections promote levels of genetic variation in parasite virulence?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multi-host parasites</td>
<td>what are the parasite transmission dynamics between concurrent host species? how does host quality constrain the evolution of transmission and virulence? what are the consequences of host shifts for the evolution of virulence?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multi-host–multi-parasites</td>
<td>do interactions between multiple infections and multi-host parasites generate higher virulence? can we include ecological networks in the theory of the evolution of virulence?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
both useful and urgent to try to link the ecology of quantitative networks to the evolution of virulence, both empirically and theoretically. Empirically, parasites can be integrated as nodes in existing food webs Lafferty et al. (2006), although several technical problems pertaining to how food-web theory accommodates parasitoids still persist (Lafferty et al. 2008). Furthermore, moving from a map of interactions to a more mechanistic analysis in the study of ecological network is necessary (Ings et al. 2009). The analysis of network configuration and the quantification of interaction strengths have not yet been applied to network incorporating parasites Ings et al. (2009), but should theoretically reveal network-wide patterns of coevolution among host and parasites, and how species move along a generalist–specialist continuum. For multi-host–multi-parasite networks, our current knowledge is far from a full understanding of such complexity, but this is the grail for which we must quest.

The connection between community structure (multi-host–multi-parasite) and parasite incidence (the product of transmission and virulence) has a broad ecological and evolutionary significance. First, at an ecological scale, changes in disease epidemiology and feedback loops on host community structure (due in part to parasite-mediated competition) are expected to occur in multi-host–multi-parasite systems. Second, multi-host–multi-parasite systems also have important implications for practical issues. In crop and animal sciences, biological control, pest outbreaks and invasions are promising tools or increased threats that a sustainable agriculture will have to manage. The role of parasites in biological conservation has been repeatedly stressed (see Smith et al. (2009) for a review); for instance, it is generally acknowledged that generalist pathogens pose the greatest threat to disease-mediated extinction in mammals (Pedersen & Fenton 2007). Lastly, the importance of synergistic pathogenesis between parasites co-infecting primates and humans—as revealed with H1N1 influenza virus promoting infection with Streptococcus pneumoniae (and thereby increasing morbidity and mortality owing to H1N1 infection; Palacios et al. (2009)), and other previous cases (such as HIV pathogenesis)—certainly calls for a more integrated and global analysis of multi-host–multi-parasite systems.
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